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BONSAI SOCIETIES OF FLORIDA
MEMBERSHIP
Individuals acquire BSF membership as members of a local Member
Club.
Other memberships include:
Member-At-Large,
Member Organization At Large,
Donor Membership, or
Special Life Membership.

For membership information contact your local club, the BSF web
site, or:
Tammy Malin
Membership Chair
P.O. Box 12124
Fort Pierce, FL 34979-2124

Email: bsfmembership@yahoo.com

SPECIAL RECOGNITION
TIP OF THE OLD GARDEN HAT
TO GAINESVILLE BONSAI SOCIETY FOR A GREAT CONVENTION. Space does not allow for all
the photos of the convention.  Great
job, good show, and all that.  
Congrats to Jeff Ketts and crew, we
hope it was well worth it.

HuhRah!!!

Watch for news about next year’s
convention–on the web and in the
next issue of Florida Bonsai.
iii
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Publications/Editor:
Dick Miller
Publications/Web:
Dick Miller
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SPECIAL NOTICE
At this writing, our President,
Louise Leister was just out of the
hospital recovering from a serious truck accident. The best that
can be said is, it is not as bad as
Charles Bevan, but she got more
pieces broken. Her truck was
totaled, but she did not have any
bonsai in it.
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FLORIDA BONSAI IN COLOR

444 MUIRFIELD DR.
ATLANTIS, FL 33462-1206

A black and white printed version
of the magazine is provided to
members of the Bonsai Societies of
Florida.
It is also available to them in full
color for viewing or by downloading from the BSF web site:

Editor:
Richard M. Miller
dmiller444@adelphia.net
President:
Louise Leister
7 Coverdale Ct. S.
Palm Coast, FL 32127

mysecretgarden@bellsouth.net

FLORIDA BONSAI is the  
official publication of the
Bonsai Societies of Florida.
It is published quarterly, in
Feb., May, Aug., and Nov., and
is provided to each member.
Be sure to visit our web site at:
http://www.bonsai-bsf.com
Web Master:

Dick Miller
dmiller444@adelphia.net

ADVERTISING
ALL ADVERTISING RATES
HAVE CHANGED.  

Contact the Editor, noted above,
for rates and conditions.

DEADLINES FOR MATERIAL
& ADVERTISEMENTS:
Spring. issue . . . . . . . Dec 10
Summer issue  . . . . . . Mar 10
Autumn issue  . . . . . . Jun 10
Winter issue . . . . . . . Sep 10

http://www.bonsai-bsf.com/color_cy.htm

There is a version for printing a
booklet, and another one for reading on the screen.

Be sure you have a current version
of Adobe Reader available free on
the first “Publications” page.

Ode to da’ Prez
Our leader Louise loved her little
truck.
Until the day that she was struck.
Along came a jerk driving while on
the phone still
Knocked her and her truck for a
tumbling spill
Stuck in that burning wreck, they
finally got her free.
With three broken ribs, a busted
wrist, and badly mangled knee.
As bad as it was, it could have been
worse
She could have been carrying a
tree.
Not to mention the awful thought
of leaving the scene in a hearse.
Lucky for us, we still have a leader.
And happy that she is better,
because of how much we need her.
(No one would take credit for this.)
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Prez sez:
Well I thought I
would be getting this
letter to Dick between
jobs and a hectic work
schedule, but instead I
sit on my leather chair
with a soft cast on my
very swollen black
knee nursing a fractured
wrist and many other
problems. I can’t tell
you how lucky I was on Tuesday on
my way to
work when
some man
using his
cell phone
and not
thinking
changed
my life
forever. He
turned and
hit me with
a force like I have never felt before
sending me rolling and spinning
down an embankment wondering
when my truck would stop! When
it did, to see flames coming from
under the hood and not being able
to get out was another feeling I
wish never to experience again. I
have a new found love for firemen
and the jobs they do. They are my
heroes and their compassion and
good care helping me in a difficult
time will last a long time. I guess it
takes something like this to make
you realize how human we are and
Florida Bonsai

we need to take
care. There is
something to be
said about owning
an SUV as it saved
my life because
of its size. I want
to thank all my
wonderful bonsai
friends for all their
well wishes and
thoughts. I was
taken back by the
amount of people who called,
emailed and sent flowers and trees!
Thank you all for your friendship!
The weekend of the 2006
Convention Bonsai Bridges was
fantastic and I must say the time
I spent with my bonsai friends
was the most special time I have
every had at a convention. I need
to thank the Gainesville Club
for all their hard work I know
Steve Chapman was watching
with a smile on his face. We
talked, worked on trees and we
watched a fantastic Club night and
Scholarship competition one I will
never forget. Our judges made
the competition really special and
went to each tree explaining why
they picked that tree and what
made them decide the winners.
The people in the room watching
never looked at their watches
the whole time they were there.
They were so into the night that
they stayed until after midnight.
I usually judge the success of an
See PRESIDENT page  >
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event by what people do and say
after the event is over. This time
the actions of the people watching
and working told me they liked
the event and they were having
bonsai fun like we used to have!
They kept watching and mingling
around the room talking to the
artist and the people watching the
event. In the end the room was
filled and stayed filled. The trees
were beautiful and the talent was
outstanding. Thank you to all who
made the event a huge success.
Again I say Florida is filled with
more talent then anywhere in the
country!! The judges were fantastic
and explaining to me how they
thought it was a great event and
the rest of the country should have
something like this! Colin Lewis,
Rodney Clemmons and Gary
Marchal were this years judges. I
spent a good part of the weekend
explaining the scholarship to
Colin Lewis and he was very
impressed by the event and wants
to use the program in the north. He
would also like a North and South
competition I told him this time the
south would win!!! I feel people
are watching us now and we need
to keep moving forward in Florida.
I think our changes are for the
better and I’m receiving e-mail and
comments saying that the people
are happy and I feel in the coming
years Florida will remain a force
known to the bonsai world and our
events will again be attended by


many from around the country and
the world. The winners of this year’s
scholarship were:
1. Reggie Perdue - $1,000.00
2. Jason Schley - $250.00
Club Night
Treasure Coast Bonsai Society
Individual night was:
John Schneider from Ft Myers area,
our Youth Scholarship winner!
I would also like to mention my
Presidents Tree from the convention
was awarded to Ernie Fernandez for
his beautiful Australian Pine!
Ed Trout was awarded the
Presidents Choice Award for his
contribution to BSF and Florida
Bonsai. See article in the magazine on
Ed’s award.
Elyse Van Dyke won the very
special Lifetime Achievement Award
for her life long contribution to
bonsai.
Legacy Award Winners this year
Mary Miller, Mary Madison and Ed
Lippencott all have made their mark
in Florida Bonsai
Congrats to all the award winners
your service to Florida bonsai is much
appreciated.
I have a wonderful feeling about
the 2007 Mini-convention “A
Cypress Celebration.” Our two head
liners Guy Guidry from Bonsai
Northshore and David DeGroot from
the Weyerhaeuser Collection will
be here to educate us. The Florida

See Prez page  >
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An essay on Bonsai
By John Schneider
My fascination with bonsai began
when I was 15 years old recuperating
from foot surgery. Because the surgery involved a full year for both feet
I needed a hobby to keep me active
outdoors on crutches. I live in a stilt
house, which limited me to screened
porches. Bonsai trees fit in perfectly
with my routine and allowed me to
stay semi-active and enjoy my love of
outdoors. I never
could have imagined my “temporary” hobby
growing with
such ascendancy.
I searched the
Internet for hours
daily trying to
find the right
information on
styling and caring for my trees.
I went on weekly
scouting expeditions through my yard
looking for potential masterpieces.
After marking them I would return

attend. The newspaper said there
was going to be a door charge of
$180 so naturally I was wary of the
event. Fortunately, I was encouraged to attend. I arrived at 8 AM
(an hour before the show actually opened). The day was filled
with demonstrations and exhibits.
Normally a verbose individual, I
spent the entire day in a state of
reticence. After my brief education
I developed an ostentatious attitude
that I can only
find comical
today. I pretentiously scoured
the vendor’s
area practicing my garage
sale bargaining techniques
while being
careful not buy
anything out of
my range.
Bonsai remains a major
part of my life. My small porch
collection has grown to over 350

John won the youth scholarship with this essay,
and support of his club. He competed on club night
in the individual competition. He did a great job on
a challenging tree, and won first place.
in a week to dig and transport them
back to my bonsai porch. Shortly
after, I read an article about a state
bonsai convention being held in my
hometown of Fort Myers. At first I
was slightly reluctant and skeptical to
Florida Bonsai
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trees exhibited in a Japanese garden in my backyard. I spent a
summer building this garden, complete with a waterfall, stream, and
pond for my koi, water lilies and
turtles. I rounded out my first stagSee Essay page >
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es of construction at 1500 square
feet under shade cloth. Just ten
days after the final cloth was nailed
down, Hurricane Charley roared
through Pine Island with winds of
178 mph. My dad’s business was
completely destroyed, our house
suffered severe external damage
and our family citrus and mango
grove was devastated. Few houses
even survived on our street, but

Before
my garden was virtually untouched
with just three rips in the shade
cloth. Hurricane Charley has
given me respect for hurricanes.
Its interesting how ephemeral hurricanes are but how life changing
they can be. Unfortunately our water was off for several weeks so I
was unable to care for my trees and
consequently I lost some of them.
Not only do I enjoy bonsai as an
art form but I have also become
fascinated with Asian culture. The
decorum of Asian society is enthralling. For the past two years I
have attended the Hatsume Fair at


Morikami Gardens. This event with
the Sumo wrestlers, Taiko drummers,
cuisine, and the bonsai landscape is
one of my favorite excursions. I have
always venerated Asian traditions
but until bonsai I was always on the
outside, with bonsai the proximity
to understand another culture is outstanding.
The Bonsai Society of Southwest
Florida warmly welcomed me into
their group despite our varying ages
and backgrounds. Friendly faces and
cheerful artists welcome newcomers to each meeting. I participated
in the Ten-Tree Project, from which
I was assigned a mentor, Judy Gore.
Many times Judy has come to my aid
and taught me how to keep my trees
healthy. Judy came to my aid one
particular time when Suthin Sulkovisit
was scheduled to attend our club during December for a demonstration and
workshop. I looked through every
nursery in the area and couldn’t find
a single tree in my price range that

After
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would suffice. I called Judy and she
welcomed me over to pick out a tree
from her collection. The first tree I
spotted was a six-inch high Ilex Shilling. It was a diamond in the rough.
The workshop was a great experience
and I learned much about Ilex and
their growing characteristics from
Suthin. This Ilex is my favorite tree.
Some of the other wonderful educators I’ve met in workshops include

Jim Smith, Jim Vanlandingham,
Mary Miller, Mary Madison, Mike
Cartrett, Alan Carver, Arthur Skolnick, Roy Nagatoshi, and so many
more. Each has generously shared
their knowledge with me. I am so
thankful to have worked with such
talented and discerning individuals
over the last few years. I attended
the 5th World Bonsai Convention in
spring of 2005 too, and was privileged enough to work with some of
the best masters in the world. While
I was in Washington I toured the
National Arboretum and learned of
the detailed past history of bonsai in
America.
One of my ongoing passions is
Florida Bonsai
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photography. Bonsai brings a new
level to my photographic capabilities. Photographing trees is much
more difficult than it sounds, especially bonsai trees. Ernie Fernandez taught me how to photograph
bonsai trees at our annual show
last year. We spent hours the night
before the show taking pictures of
a wooden bird to set the aperture
and shutter speeds. We tried every lighting possibility and found
nothing that worked perfectly, until
we turned on the flash. Part of my
responsibility with our bonsai society is to maintain the club website.
I photograph each club meeting
and post the pictures on our website.
My temporary hobby has
bloomed into a full time passion. I
started with a few plants in bowls,
now I have trees in trays. Immediately before the eye of Hurricane
Charley, everything turned white
from the vaporized water. I saw
my garden disappear in the whiteout. Thankfully as the hurricane
eye passed and color returned, I
saw my garden standing intact. I
love Asian cuisine but nothing can
beat a Taiko drum performance
from trained professionals. The
Bonsai Society of Southwest Florida has taken me under their wing
and for that I am eternally grateful.
I can’t match all the love and support they have offered me over the
years. I’ve traveled the state and
the country to work with masters
See Essay page  >
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and professionals. I enjoy learning
from a local master as much as I
do from a traveling master. Over
the few years I have spent doing
bonsai I have amassed a considerable number of photographs each
one with a special memory.
This fall I will be attending Savannah College of Art and Design
under an artistic scholarship. I
was accepted into SCAD as a junior to work toward my Bachelor
in Fine Arts in film studies. My
parents have supported me with
home schooling and dual enrollment at Edison College for the
past two years. My 15-year-old
sister Daisy is a major part of my
life. I drive her over 200 miles per
day to ballet studios. Although I
spend 6 hours a day in my car I
enjoy spending time with my sister
before I leave for college. Daisy
received a scholarship from The
School of American Ballet to study
at their summer program. She is
also a promising student for Cirque
Du Soleil. This summer I will be
serving an internship with Wayne
Hasson aboard a dive boat where
we will be filming an underwater
movie in Palau. Although film
production is my career, bonsai is
my love. I will always enjoy and
love my trees.



artists will be Toby Diaz working with
Allen Carver on the most beautiful
Bucida spinosa I have ever seen! The
workshop will be an all day workshop
guaranteeing that when it’s finished
you will have a finished bonsai with
branches one to be proud of, No
stumps! The trees are 25 year old
plants and are pictured in the magazine
and are superior bonsai material. Toby,
Allen, Eric and Henry will be doing
monthly trimming on the trees until
next year when they will be worked
on and styled by those that sign up for
the workshop. This week Toby, Eric,
Henry and Allen are potting the trees
into oversized mica bonsai pots so
all will be ready for the convention.
A monthly update will be on the web
site for you to watch. Keep checking
the web!!!! Along with these events
Reggie Perdue will be doing demos
on buttonwood. Reggie is the 2006
scholarship winner and will be there
to show off what he has learned.
Along with Reggie, our second place
winner Jason Schley will also be
doing a demo at this event. Jason will
be studying under Suthin this July.
We are concentrating on the material
and spending money on only the best
demo and workshop material. This
is a BSF promise to the members.
Another addition is a youth workshop
open to young people from 12 years
to 18 years old. Both Jim Smith and
Jim VanLandingham have offered to
do this program to support the young
people. We have a few more artists to
sign on to the weekend so more will

To Contents Pg.
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As always (Not exactly)

is e

Please realize the method of
communication from the president
to the clubs is your Trustee in each
District. They carry the BSF news
to each club. Please make sure you

I again want to thank all those
that have sent me well wishes and
I wish all my friends a safe and
happy summer. I will see you at
your events. Lets keep our fingers
crossed we don’t have a repeat of
last year’s storms. Stay well!!

Lou

follow on this. We
have a huge event planned even if it’s
a mini convention!!! Keep checking
the web to see the updates. The exhibit
will be all bald or pond cypress within
the state. BSF will be sending out
invitations to those we would like
to exhibit in the convention. The
club presidents will also be invited
to send pictures of any cypress they
may have in their clubs that we don’t
know about. I will be mailing these
letters out soon. I’m just waiting
for confirmation on the site. Public
demos, vendor night, and a youth
program will also be part of the event.
Early-bird registration will be listed in
the winter (Nov) magazine along with
the dates, times and a full program.
Keep looking for the updates.

ask them to highlight
any programs you have
questions about or
any other information
you need. If you need
additional information
please feel free to
contact me anytime. I
write a president’s letter
in hopes that the club
presidents read it and to
inform you of coming events or
changes within BSF. I also need
to hear from the club officers I
look forward to hearing from you
and welcome any e-mails from
you or questions. We are trying to
move BSF forward to better things
and better communication within
the membership, but we need
you to invite us to your events. I
try to visit as many club events
throughout the state as possible
but can’t unless you e-mail me
what’s going on. I return all e-mail
no matter how many I get, which
is many.



Junipers Follow
Q & SAA
By Randy Brooks
Miami Bonsai Society
Gold Coast Bonsai Society
Well, I thought my series
on junipers was over, but
our editor, Dick Miller, forwarded
me this list of questions, which
means one of three things: either,
I did a lousy job of explaining
things; or, I sparked some interest
and your thirst for additional
knowledge and clarification has
grown exponentially; or, possibly,
a few of us need to sharpen up our
reading and comprehension skills.
Probably, the truth lies somewhere
smack dab in the middle of that
triangle, so, with that in mind,
welcome to an installment of
Questions and Smart Ass Answers.
Q. – What is this thing about
seasons? What should be done
only in winter, or spring, or
summer, or fall?
A. – What?! You’re asking me,
the southernmost member of the
Bonsai Societies of Florida, about
seasons? I’m nearly zone 11. What
would I know about seasons?
Winter for me is moving up from a
regular t-shirt to a beefy. The only
ice I see is in my drinks. What
should only be done in winter,
spring, summer, or fall? Assuming
we’re still talking bonsai here,
actually there are some things to
consider.
First, though, let’s get over this


seasonal thing. All of
your growing and styling
efforts will be much more
fruitful if you stop trying
to grow and style your
trees like they tell you ‘in
the books’ that are written
for people up north.
We don’t have four seasons in
most, if any, of Florida. We have a
‘hot’ season and a ‘not quite as hot’
season. Your junipers will slow
down their growth sometime when
the ‘not quite’ season starts, say the
end of November, December, maybe
even January. When you get a few
good nights in a row of temperatures
in the low sixties, to upper fifties, it’s
fairly safe to assume that things are
slowing up a little. Temperatures are
lower, the days are shorter – slowing
photosynthesis, and the rainy
seasons are over for a few months,
also slowing things down. That’s a
great time to start doing any major
work on your junipers like repotting
and root pruning. The vascular
cambium layers aren’t ‘floating”
during this time (that’s sure to raise
another question, or two!), so major
bending and jinning can be done.
Trees also go somewhat dormant
when temperatures begin to go
above eighty degrees, so wiring and
bending can be done then also. Don’t
wire during the really nice weather
when temperatures are averaging
between 70 and 78 degrees. Your
trees like it then too, and they will
be going through their fastest growth
cycles. The vascular cambium
May 2006

(cambium, xylem, and phloem) is
floating, so you will be more apt to
cause damage, and the plants grow
so fast that you’ll be removing
the wire about the time you finish
applying it.
Q. – I hate pinching, especially the
ones that hurt. Do I have to pinch
the tips? Can’t I cut them?
A. – Not so tough when they fight
back, are you? No, you don’t have
to pinch. Yes, you can cut. That’s a
simplistic answer, but the question
relates to another one that is
coming up so we’ll cover this topic
more in a bit. The reason people
“pinch” rather than cut is to prevent
browning at the point of separation.
There’s really not that much
difference, with careful pruning you
might even do a better job of hiding
what was done.
Q. – You talk about leaves. How
can those tubular pointy things be
leaves, and do we treat them the
same as other leaves?
A. – Do the leaves on buttonwoods
and maples or royal Poinciana look
the same? I’m not sure how you
treat other leaves, what that might
mean, or if I even want to know.
You certainly don’t want to defoliate
a juniper unless you want to kill it.
What else do you do to leaves?
Q. – I try to pot in the winter, is it
safe to reduce the root mass at that
time?
A. – I’d love to see you accomplish
root pruning without repotting.
Remember, only your upright
junipers will tend to need a
Florida Bonsai
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significant amount of reduction.
The more prostrate forms generally
won’t require much at all by the
time you’ve removed the old soil.
The ‘not quite as hot’ season is
definitely the time to do root work.
I prefer as early as possible so the
trees have the longest possible cool
period to recover. Hot pots really
impede root growth.
Q. – What kind of soil do you
recommend – organic, nonorganic, akadama only? Does this
depend on the zone (North Florida
vs. South Florida)?
A. – Not just the zone, but the
block you live on, the pot you’re
growing in, which bench you
keep that tree on, your particular
manufacturer and model of
sprinkler head, how often you
water on Tuesdays when you
get off work a half hour early as
opposed to the rest of the week,
what cycle the moon is in, whether
the market is up or down, and if
Jupiter is aligned with Mars. In
other words, there are just too
many factors to consider. It’s the
same question, essentially, as,
“How often should I water?”
Akadama is probably not right for
anyone to use here, but I know
people who do, and they are
sure to let me know how great it
is (Akadama people tend to be
that way). I say, as always, use
whatever works for you. The best
guideline that I can give is: take
the soil you want to use, saturate
it, pick up a handful, squeeze, open
See QSAA page 10 >
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your hand, and see what happens.
If you’re left with a clump in your
palm (think wet bread), the soil
doesn’t drain nearly well enough.
If the soil pours out of your hand
like dry sand (think dry sand), it
probably drains too well. But, if
you open your hand and the soil
breaks up and crumbles, but still
kind of holds together just a bit
(I’m thinking, I’m thinking), then
you’ve got the baby bear of soil
‘cause it’s just right.
Some enthusiasts make a big deal
about not having any organic
component to their soil at all,
and for junipers that is probably
a good idea, because even here
in the semi-tropics you won’t be
repotting them nearly as often as
your tropical or deciduous species.
Q. – How often should I water?
A. – Often enough to keep
your plants alive. It would
help to know whether you are
growing Portulacaria afra and
Bougainvillea, or Wrightia
religiosa. Some plants like it dry,
others like it really wet, most fall
somewhere in between. Do your
plants get full sun, what kind of
soil do you use, do you use a drip
or mist system, or do you hand
water? Get the picture?
Find out what works. Watch your
plants. If they begin to wilt, they
probably need a drink. If they turn
brown, water more often next time
with your new trees. Stick a finger
in the soil as often as possible and
10

see if it’s still moist. If not, water.
Q. – How do you balance more
ramification and removing the dense
growth out of the juncture of the
branches?
A. – Well, removing the growth
from the juncture of branches really
has nothing to do with ramification,
that’s just keeping your branch
structure clean so you can see it,
and keeping foliage which isn’t
conducive to that structure from
blocking airflow and sunlight to
foliage that is vital to the styling.
A hard thing for beginners to
understand is that trees will actually
develop more ramification when
they are ‘opened up’ to allow more
light into their interiors. You want
back budding? Keep your trees from
becoming a morass of foliage that
kills itself off.
Q. – What kind of fertilizer to you
recommend?
A. – I recommend the super secret
recipe Randy Brooks formula. Just
send me $50.00 for a teaspoonful of
my magic potion. It’ll fix whatever
ails your trees and you!
This is kind of like asking, “How
often should I water?” or, “What
kind of soil should I use?” The kind
of fertilizer you should use depends
on a number of things like: how
often do you water, what kind of soil
do you use, what kind of plants do
you grow, is this the Dawning of…
never mind.
Any commercial general purpose
fertilizer (e.g. don’t use Turf
fertilizer) should be fine. Peters,
May 2006

Miracle Grow (they make a fertilizer
specifically for evergreens),
MuricAcid, Bio Gold will all work
great, along with a thousand others.
And don’t send me $50.00 for
anything cause there isn’t any magic,
just the illusion.
Q. – How often should I fertilize?
A. – Heh, heh! You’re kidding, right?
Do send me $50.00 for my magic
potion and fertilize every day a
teaspoon per plant!
Follow the directions on the label.
That’s usually the safest bet. If
you’re using more than one type of
fertilizer, fertilize with the second
when the period has lapsed for the
first. Do remember that plants in pots
require regular fertilizing much more
than plants in the ground because of
leaching.
Q. – When is it safe to remove major
branches, many branches, or any
branches from the tree? When is
it best to wire and bend branches
severely, or at all?
A. – Any heavy pruning should
ideally be done when the plant isn’t
going to be undergoing any root
work either before or after. It’s best
to keep major wiring and bending,
heavy pruning, or repotting separate.
Do only one every six to nine
months. Maybe longer if you do a lot
of root pruning. Your plant should
let you know when it’s happy again.
Reread the question about seasons.
Q. – Many people ask me for help.
Often they have several branches
that are brown and look dead. What
should be done?
Florida Bonsai
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A. – Sounds like they need to ask
someone else for help. Arghh! With
junipers, branches that are brown
or look dead, are dead. Cut them
off or make jins.
Find the cause! The trees were
surely screaming that there was
a problem long before. The first
three things to check are watering,
root or soil problems, and then
the notorious mites. Chances are
‘someone’ isn’t watering enough
because they keep hearing how
you, I mean they, shouldn’t over
water junipers.
Q. – I see remarkable jins and shari
on junipers in books. How can you
do that to a tree and keep it alive?
Where do you start, and what is
safe to do?
A. – Experience and know how.
Start at the beginning. Whatever
doesn’t kill the plant or destroy its
appearance is safe to do.
Not what you wanted to hear I’m
sure. This is the kind of thing that
should probably be learned in a
workshop though. It’s tough to
teach someone how to create jins
and sharis in just a few paragraphs.
Having said that, my best advice is
to start small, let your tree adapt to
the damage, which it will, and then
expand your deadwood a little at
the time. Don’t hurry.
Q. – I have several junipers and
cannot keep up with the pinching
and care I use. What do you
recommend I do to keep them
pruned?
A. – It sounds like you are trying
See QSAA page 25 >
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Saikei - Tray landscape
By Jyoti and Nikunj Parekh, India
Our international guest writer

Saikei, word consists of two
Japanese words, ‘Sai’ meaning a
plant and ‘kei’ meaning a view or a
scene. A harmonious combination
of young plants and rugged stones
creates a natural scene in Saikei.
Pioneering efforts in establishing the new school of Saikei were
made by a leading Bonsai artistes
and teachers Mr. Toshio Kawamoto
and Tom Yamamoto of Japan.

In pursuing the art of Bonsai as
well as Saikei, the first aim is to
imitate nature in miniature. For
this, we need to understand nature.
Careful observation and repeated
study of physiological and growth
characteristic of trees, enables us
to expose the concealed beauty
through Saikei and Bonsai.
To begin making Saikei:
1.We need shallow ceramic tray
of either round, oval, rectangle or
12

island shape.
2. Stones or rocks with rough and
jagged surface are preferable than
smooth, shiny, reflective ones. The
stones or rocks should be small
enough to be carried easily. They
should be of similar type in texture
but varying in size. Stones with
white streaks on top can give the effect of snow capped mountains and
white lines running vertically give
the effect of streams or waterfall.
We in the tropics, have sandstone,
limestone or natural stones, which
are found in quarries. Use can also
be made of burnt coke or clinker,
which has a rough, porous body
with blackish brown color.
3. Grow or collect small
trees or plants, grown in
small nursery pot or poly
bags, so that they have small
compact roots. Shape the
trees by trimming; pruning
and wiring, keeping in mind
the growing habits and style
of the main tree. All other
trees should resemble the
main tree in style.
4. Select odd number of trees of
various trunk thicknesses. The main
tree should always be well grown
and have good shape. Other remaining trees should be of varying thickness and height.
5. To make Saikei natural, we can
use, small dwarf grasses and ground
covers with tiny leaves. Surface
moss is also useful, provided it is
May 2006

of a fine texture. Finely shredded
sphagnum moss can be a good alternative to surface moss.
In Saikei arranging stones and
plants in a tray can create different scenes. Tall stones, embedded
in soil can make a cliff scene. Flat
rounded stones can
be used for making
riverside and pond
scenes. Pond can
come on one side
or can be in front.
In the cliff scene,
where the stones are
prominent, small
plants give sense of
proportion.

and levels.
Many a time, the soil level in
Saikei is much higher than the
depth of the tray. These slopes are
covered with moss and a few complimentary plants like grasses and
ground covers.

River
and
pond
areas
are
covered
with
coarse
river
gravels or
While arranging
Duranta Repens Variegated broken
stones as well trees in a tray, main
tiny marble chips. Small ceramic
large stone and a well-grown main
bridges, hut, temple or animal figtree are placed more in the front and ures are used to add interest in the
off center
composition.
of the
Over the period
tray. Othof time, the same
er stones
small plants of
are placed
Saikei become
accordmature. They can
ing to the
be separated and
arrangemade in to interment.
esting bonsai. So
Smaller
Saikei is a future
trees are
bank for a good
Brya ebenaus bonsai material.
placed on
the sides and behind. This creates
depth in the arrangement. None of
the tree trunk should overlap or hide
the other tree, when viewed from
Nice to hear from another counthe front. Trees should not be in a
try.
row, but placed in different positions
Editor
Florida Bonsai
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when I am overseas “what is the
by Ian Glew best time to go to Aussie?”
Another
Answer is always what part
international
guest writer are you going to?

Bonsai – In Australia

Hi to all the Bonsai addicts out
there and it is really fantastic to
be asked to put this article together, I have mulled over it for
many day’s and certainly what
has been the difficult part is to
decide what to talk about.
Australia is really a land of extremes and something I can talk
about with a great deal of enthusiasm and some authority.

In the northern regions it is
hot most of the year and in the
southern tips of Tasmania it is
cool most of the year, and snow
is certainly on the mountain tops
as well as in the heart of Hobart
in the winter season.
Visiting the northern parts is
best done in our winter climate
as the temperature is milder and
no rain, in the southern regions it
is wiser to visit in summer.

I have lived in most of the maThese dramatic variations in
jor capital cities and certainly climate really gives some insight
travelled extensively across the into the Bonsai seen in Auscontinent of Australia.
sie, varied in the type of trees
Extremes is what my country used, and the results that can be
is about and certainly highlight- achieved.
ed in a saying I read once in a
Certainly the Bonsai enthusitown called Longreach. Long- asm in Australia almost matches
reach boasts the Stockman’s hall our performance in the Comof fame, the birthplace of our monwealth games held recently
National airlines Qantas, and the
boasts the hottest temperature
ever recorded in Australia – 52
degrees centigrade (125º F.).
The quote “Australia a land of
extremes, hot enough to fry an
egg on a piece of tin during the
day and cold enough to freeze a
bucket of water solid at night”.
Many times I have been asked
14

Beautiful “Shore Juniper” in
AABC Ltd conference
May 2006

also
a
p u b lished author, past
president
of Association of
Australian Bonsai Clubs
Ltd and
Bonsai
Society of

Tony Bebb got into the
spirit at our club meeting
on Australia Day

I like this guy. Noice conservative fellow in formal Aussieware, with the national flag in the background. Guess they
don’t have any liberal wackos down there?
Can’t fool an editor, that photo was taken up-side-down.
in Melbourne, - world class (in
Queensland Inc.
my unbiased opinion)
Many of our Australian BonWe boast Bonsai artists and
authors of World known fame;
Dot and Deborah Koreshoff are
known to most Bonsai people
and have the oldest bonsai collection in Australia.
Deborah’s book was recently
given a fantastic wrap in Bonsai
Today in two editions.
Lindsay Bebb another well
Azalia in AABC Ltd
known Bonsai artist in Austraconference.
lia recently demonstrated in the sai artists may be known to you
BCI Washington conference and Glenis Bebb and Tony Bebb
in the China conference in 2006, make up the trio of Bebb AustraFlorida Bonsai

To Contents Pg.

See Ausie page 22 >
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BSF Featured Club

Meeting time and dates:
Third Saturday of the month at
10:00 AM.

16
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Meeting address:
Flamingo Gardens
3750 Flamingo Road
Davie, FL (Three miles so. of I-595)
Florida Bonsai
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B R O WA R D
BBS President – Marcia FungSang
I purchased my first bonsai (a Ficus nerifolia)
at a home improvement store in 1998. It had
wire on it and I didn’t know that I was supposed to remove the wire after a few months.
Needless to say, the wire cut deeply into the
bark by the time I eventually removed it. I saw
an ad in the Sun Sentinel for bonsai classes at
Flamingo Gardens in 1999, and took my first
class with Merv Greenberg then. From that
point on, I knew I was hooked! My collection
has grown over the past 6 years. Blooming bonsai are my all time favorites
along with the Brazilian Rraintree.
I was the Membership Chairperson for B B S from 2003-2005 and became
president at our election in March 2005. Email: fungsang@bellsouth.net

Vice President – Ken McIntyre
I took my first formal class in bonsai
from Merv at BCC in about 1991 and the
classes actually were moved to Flamingo
Gardens during the session as I best recollect. I have taken many classes over the
past 10 years from him, but have been less
active during the past few years due to
health reasons. I am planning on becoming more active again during the coming years. I was the 3rd President of
the Broward Bonsai Society behind Merv and Robert Gonzalez and held the
office for 3 years. I am currently the Vice President. I believe my favorite
tree is the Buttonwood but I have a variety of different species in my collection which currently numbers around 25 to 30 bonsai. I have definitely
killed my share of trees during the years but enjoy the challenge and believe
that I have learned a great deal from Merv and others over the 10 or so years
I have been active. Email: kamci@bellsouth.net:
18
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BONSAI SOCIETY
Treasurer – Patty Shay
I became involved about six years ago
when some one gave me a bonsai as a gift. I
wanted to find out how to keep the tree alive
and got involved with Merv Greenberg’s
classes and the Broward Bonsai Society.
My favorite tree is a buttonwood I collected
myself from a friend’s property in the Keys. I
have been the treasurer of the Society for the
past 4 years. Merv and the people in class are
an added bonus to my enjoyment of bonsai. Email: shaypattyshay@aol.com:

Secretary – Pam McIntyre
Email: piportmc@bellsouth.net: My
involvement in bonsai is primarily
through my husband, Ken. I do have
one bonsai I did myself. However, I do
have a good eye for suggestions to Ken!
RIGHT, KEN!

Member or Mascot?? – “Bunjin”
This Guy, with the bunjin style body, has
been seen around every meeting. I guess
it is his garden, so . . . . . Maybe the club
should adopt him.

Florida Bonsai

See BBS page 20 >
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Broward Bonsai Society
> BSPB from page 19

In 1991 Merv Greenberg began teaching
the Art of Bonsai at
Flamingo Gardens.
Merv had previously taught both at
the Morikami and in
the Broward County
School System. In
2001, a group of his students decided to incorporate and
form a Bonsai Society and thus
was the Broward Bonsai Society
born. The first official meeting
was held in April 2001. It is hard
to believe that we are only 5 years
old. Elections are held in March
every other year with officers serving a two year term. Our membership ranges from the newly
addicted to those with years of experience. All are most willing to help
and share information and experience.

berg or field trips to
local bonsai nurseries.
Each month, a member
creates an information
sheet for the selected Tree
of the Month. We usually
have two or three visiting masters
and two or three Florida artists
each year. Last year we had a
great opportunity to go on a dig at
Mary Miller’s. Our meetings are a
place to learn about bonsai, create
new bonsai, have fun and enjoy the
camaraderie of our fellow bonsai
enthusiasts. We also participate
in the annual Hatsume Fair at the
Morikami. We usually kick off
the holiday season in November
with a pot luck luncheon and

Anyone interested in joining our society can contact Marcia
FungSang, our president, at 954-472-5717, by e-mail at fungsang@
bellsouth.net or Carol Shannon, membership chairman, at 954-3162250 or onebonsaibabe@aol.com
Our board meets for one hour
just prior to our monthly meeting;
thus we keep the business portion
short and sweet – more time for
demonstrations, critiques, raffles
and enjoyment of being with our
“bonsai family.” At our meetings
we may have a visiting master or
one of Florida’s leading artists,
demonstrations by Merv Green20

raffle. Guests are welcome at our
meetings. We meet on the third
Saturday of the month at 10 a.m. at
Flamingo Gardens, 3750 Flamingo
Road, Davie, FL.
Visiting masters have included
Ben Oki, Colin Lewis, Mary
Miller, Stan Orsolek, Dick Miller,
Glenn Hilton, Arthur Skolnick,
May 2006

Suthin Sukosolvisit, Ed Trout and
Pedro Morales. This year we added
Ted Matson and Roy Nagatoshi to
our list of masters who have given
workshops at our club.
The first exhibit presented by our
members, Bonsai Rocks, was at the
Flamingo Gardens Spring Event in
April 2005. It was a smashing success with over 80 bonsai on display.
Demonstrations were given by Ed
Trout, Stan Orsolek, Dick Miller and
Merv Greenberg. This will become
an annual event for our group. On
April 1 &
2, 2006, we

exhibition. Glenn Hilton and Mike
Cartrett were welcome additions to
our cast of demonstrators this year.
We supplement our treasury with
raffles at our monthly meetings.
We had our first ever swap meet in
2005. Members brought some of
their bonsai that they wished to sell
or trade and 20% of the proceeds went to the treasury.
The Broward Bonsai Society is deeply indebted to our
mentor and Sensei, Merv
Greenberg, without whose
guidance and expertise we
would not be as successful
as we have been. Merv has
critiqued many, if not most
of our trees. Many of our
members have the added advantage of having Merv critique our work in his weekly
class.

expanded Bonsai
Rocks 2 by having
bonsai vendors
in the Gardens
during the exhibition. Free Bonsai
demonstrations by local artists were
be offered twice a day during the
Florida Bonsai

Anyone interested in joining our society can contact
Marcia FungSang, our president, at 954-472-5717, by email at fungsang@bellsouth.
net or Carol Shannon, membership
chairman, at 954-316-2250 or onebonsaibabe@aol.com

To Contents Pg.
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> Ausie from page 15

Australia has Bonsai Clubs
lian Bonsai Artist’s and certainly all over the country having the
Lee Wilson and John marsh are
same structure that I have
seen evident in my visits to
America. Although, with our
much smaller population (20
million vs. 260 million in almost the same sized country
naturally
geographically)
smaller numbers are interested in Bonsai.
One of the national associations - AABC Ltd and the
Bonsai Society of Sydney
Inc., recently hosted the annual Australian conference
Bonsai stars in Australia to name
the guest artist was Kimura.
and
only a few of the dozens that
Certainly a great experience and
would qualify for mention.

L
BO

MIA

TROP
I

CA

MI

MIAMI

TROPICAL

Call us toll free at 1-800/777-0027
Monday-Saturday 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
Fax us any time at 305/258-583.

NSAI

We buy Bonsai Tree Collections
and Large Specimens.
Call for details.

Styled Bonsai
Nursery Stock
Pottery
Tools

Other Stuff

Try our web site http://www.miamitropicalbonsai.com
22
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all enjoyed this fabulous artist.

zontal and obviously not used in
Kimura is only one of the any classic Bonsai artistry.
many world class
artist’s that have
visited
Australia
and complemented
with our excellent
local talent makes
any Australian bonsai conference a
world class event.
Australian native
trees unfortunately
do not lend them- As that famous philosopher Croc. Dundee
selves to Bonsai, would say, Now THAT’S a ficus.
gums and may other
Casuarina used widely overtrees do not take having their seas and known as the Australian
branches taken below the horiSee Ausie page 24 >

BONSAI

Call about:
• Classes (All Levels)
• Demonstrations
• Workshops
Florida Bonsai

* Classes: third week of every month:
Joe Samuels, one on one $50/hr.
Glenn Hilton, one on one $35/hr.
Ed Trout workshop on black pine:
$125/$100 BSF members half
gal. black pine incl.
Randy Brooks, Beginner Class
$50.00 per person tree incl.

Large Bonsai

• Tours

Around The Nursery:

Hold your next meeting at the nursery
and have a workshop with a master.
* 4000 new imported SUPER trees
* New imported pottery

* New tools from Japan

* “Bonsai Gold” fertilizer
(small and medium size tablets)
14775 SW 232 ST Miami, Florida 33170

To Contents Pg.
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> Ausie from page 23

Pine is not a common Bonsai
selection, although after seeing
some of the excellent trees overseas I certainly am on the hunt
for a suitable specimen.

Figs are classed as a native of
Australia and are used a lot in
bonsai artistry.
I have shown some photos
of trees and bonsai I have seen
around Australia. Certainly if
you visit Australia please make
yourselves
known, keep
a sense of
humour and
most importantly
say,
– G’day.

Sidney harbour, ficus in the park, early on
a summer morning (7:33 am Jan 2, 2006.

Better tools mean better bonsai.
That’s what we’re about: better bonsai.

Meco
Bonsai
Visit our website:

www.mechanicalcoordinators.com
717-871-7900

24

The Traditional Table Top Workstand has a stable 5-leg base and
tough green powder coating. The
cherry stained top is interchangeable with the Deluxe Workstand and
includes great features like 18” of rubber covered work surface and six eye
screws to tie your work down.
The turntable locks in position to
keep your work from moving. The
metal turntable bearings allow a maximum load of 150 lbs. New style plastic
feet are securely fastened to each leg
to prevent marring.
The turntable base and top are
available separately.

To Contents Pg.
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> QSAA from page 11

to keep your trees too, TOO perfect
all of the time. That’s not good for
any plant, much less junipers. They
need to grow.
Remember, “pinching” is a
finishing procedure to be used in
the final stages before a tree is put
in a show. You can let your trees
grow quite a bit without them
getting really out of control, and
then prune them like you do your
other trees. They will be healthier,
probably back bud better, and create
a lot less work for you. Except
for when you’re applying the
“finishing” touches, you should let
your adventitious shoots get to two
or three inches long and then prune.
Q. – Where can I get some really
fantastic raw (starter) material?
A. – That, my friend, is the Holy
Grail of junipers these days. Here in
South Florida we just don’t find the
great material we used to. If you’ve
got a source then share with your
bonsai buddies.
Well, this is it, finally. Thanks

for indulging me. I hope you
don’t mind me having a little
fun with all of your questions.
The only “dumb” question really
is the one that isn’t asked, but
sometimes, some answers are
pretty obvious. Don’t be afraid that
what is obvious is just too easy
to be true. Things really aren’t
that complicated. Not even with
junipers.
See ya!

Haiku (?)
Good morning
... Crash!
Endless rolling
... Help!
Fire
... trapped!
I’m out
... Pain!
No broken bonsai–just bones
... Anger!

CBI, Inc. Handmade Bonsai Containers
me
Co 6
Register at www.chinaBi.com for latest Catalog
200 in
e
h
n
tt
1408 Colwyn Dr.
s a ventio
u
Cantonment, FL 32533
see Con ville
s
F
Tel: 850/937-1468, Fax: 775/256-1639
BS Gaine
Email: info@chinaBi.com

Wholesale to the Trade

Florida Bonsai
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What I did on My Vacation

By Paul Pikel
Central Florida Bonsai Club

On February 6th 2006 at
4:30 AM my wife and I left
our home and departed to
the Orlando International
Airport. Our tickets in hand
we boarded the plane to Los
Angeles for a connecting
flight to Tokyo, Japan. We
were on our way to the 80th
annual Kokufu Ten.
I suppose I should provide
some background at this
point and let you know why
at this stage of my life I
decided to take this trip. In
relative terms I haven’t been
involved with bonsai terribly
long (about 8 years) but I
don’t really recall life without
26

my trees.
I have had the privilege of
seeing many very talented
artists as they travel through
Central Florida, and I have
been fortunate enough to
take a few workshops along
the way. In Florida we have
so many great artists that
live right here in our great
state, and I consider many
of them friends. As many
of us have come to find out,
bonsai is more than trees, it is
relationships and friendships
with others who appreciate
this wonderful art form as well.
Probably the best advice
May 2006

work all your life and then
look back on what you could
have done better. That is
why I took this trip now.
In a word, Japan was,
“Amazing”! The people were
accommodating, and
the food was great.
Also one more thing
were the trees… Oh,
those trees were
awesome. Since this
was my first time to
Japan I decided to
go as part of a tour
group. Bill Valvanis’
(International Bonsai
1,500 to 1,800 years old,
Magazine) group to
Good enough, Mike?
be specific. I’m glad
can recognize the subtle
I did, because of his many
differences of what makes a
trips there he was able to
tree better than the next, you
make sure our trip was jam
won’t be able to bring out the
packed with as many trees
greatest potential in a tree. So
as possible.
what better place to see good
(great) Bonsai than in Tokyo,
First stop, Kimura’s.
Japan?
When I first arrived it took me
a few minutes to compose
So why now? Why not!” I
myself. For some reason
believe anyone can advance
my jaw had hit the ground
in bonsai no matter who they
and I had a horrible drooling
are, but the speed that they
spell. However I was able to
can improve their abilities
get myself under control and
depends on the time and effort
strolled through his collection
put into learning this art form.
of masterpiece bonsai. My
It is better to learn early on
camera nearly caught fire
so that you have a life-time
from the speed that I was
to build upon it, rather than to
clicking the shutter. However
I received was from Mike
Rogers, who told me, “If you
want to do good bonsai you
need to see good bonsai.”
Sounds simple enough, but
he was right. Until your eye

Florida Bonsai
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> Pikel from page 27

I think you have to have been to Kimura’s workshop
to appreciate what is going through Paul’s mind.
there is no camera that can
replace standing right in front
of one of those beauties.
I don’t want to bore you
all with the details of all the
gardens that we went to,
but I can’t help myself. After
Kimura’s we traveled on to
the bonsai village where we
saw collection after collection
of awesome trees. The
last stop of the day was Mr.
Saburo Kato’s garden. If
you do not know of this man,
you need to. I believe the
highlight of his collection
was an unbelievable juniper
estimated to be between
28

1500 – 2000 years old! All of
a sudden I had a flashback
to Mike saying, “… see good
bonsai.”(Go to page 19.)
The next morning bright
and early the tour group
traveled to the opening of
Kokufu-ten (Part 1). We
arrived so early that the
gates were not opened yet.
However we were first in line
and anxiously awaited the
guards who promptly watched
their timepieces to open the
gates. As we walked into
the entrance, we could see
in the faces of those running
the show that we had done
May 2006

Since this was the 80th
Kokufu-ten they plan two
shows. So after the first 4
days of the show all of the
trees were removed and
another 250 trees were
brought in. It was amazing
to see that they had enough
trees to show at such a high
I think I could have looked
level of quality. It was truly
at these trees all day, but I
an amazing event.
have found that my brain can
I don’t know if I was
only absorb so many bonsai
able to bring to life the
at one time. I looked at the
excitement and splendor
structure and design of over
that I experienced on the trip
250 trees and tried my best to
through this article. However
take them all in, but I knew I
I hope I sparked something
couldn’t. However I enjoyed
in each of you to take the
every moment of it.
time to really look at bonsai,
especially great bonsai. No
H & F IMPORT BONSAI
matter if it is at your club, or
POTS & SUPPLIES, INC.
at a BSF convention or the
fine trees at Epcot submitted
We do wholesales bonsai pots, by bonsai artists from all over
bonsai tools, imported prethe state of Florida. It is a
bonsai trees, fishermen, and great way to increase your
granite lanterns.
talents, and a great way to
All our products are high
build lasting memories for a
quality at good prices.
lifetime.
Appointment only.
something great. A group of
more than forty Americans
were the first to enter the show
and represent America at this
wonderful Japanese event. It
didn’t go unnoticed, and it was
a very proud moment for those
involved.

Call for information
1380 NW 65 Ave. Suite B
Plantation, FL 33313
Phone: 954/331-9611
Cell: 954/668-6372
Email: bonsaipotsus@yahoo.com
Florida Bonsai
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Schley’s Bonsai & Supplies
http://www.SchleysBonsai.com

1080–A Ridgewood Ave.
Holly Hill, FL 32117
386/295-2612

Why spend $800 on a tree like When you can get massive trunks
this–you can get anywhere?
like this for less at Schley’s.
We sell everything for bonsai, and specialize in
large diameter trunk pre-bonsai. Classes available.

Check out our web site: http://www.SchleysBonsai.com,
Email: Ownmyowns28@aol.com,
Or Call: 386/295-2612

My Little Grape
Open: Tuesday - Saturday
10:00 am to 5:00 pm
30

My Little Ilex
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President’s Award: Ed Trout
Ed Trout’s name is synonymous with
excellent Florida Bonsai.

Bonsai;
espeEd has a national reputation as bonsai cially on
Tropicals.
stylist, has had his trees and articles
He has
published in international magazines,
gained a
and the quality of work appreciated
wonderful
by all. Many of the visiting masters
depth of
set aside and enjoy their time visiting
tropical
with Ed during their Florida tours. In
bonsai
South Florida, Ed was instrumental in
knowlthe growth of the Gold Coast Bonsai
edge
Society and has been a member of
which includes the horticulture and
the Asagao and Chishiki Gawa study
styling of these special specimens.
groups.
He has always been one to give
back, never hesitating to teach
what he has learned and encourage
younger bonsai enthusiasts’ to embrace the hobby and grow with it.

Ed
worked
with
many of
the great
California
artists
over the
past three
decades,
such as John Naka, Ben Oki, Roy Nagatoshi and others including Florida
stylists such as Jim Smith and Jim
Moody. Ed learned his lessons well and
in doing so developed his own style of
Florida Bonsai

As such, Ed was the President
of Gold Coast Bonsai and Florida
Bonsai Societies and has been on
the board of directors for international organizations as well, In addition, His time is always available
for workshops, demonstrations and
he answers every question posed
by every student. In recognition of
his contributions, he has recently
had his name added
to the BSF “honor
roll” plaque located
at the Morikami.
Ed is a wonderful bonsai teacher,
a great role model
for bonsai enthusiasts, and a credit to the Florida
bonsai community.
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From The Morikami
There is no
greater compliment to our
efforts at the
Morikami bonsai exhibit than all the donations
we have received. Gene Buzzi
has moved out of state and, after
selling many, he donated what
was left of his collection–which is

and sustain such great material.
Besides thanking Gene Buzzi for
his collection, I want to thank James
Houston for shipping these bonsai
to Gainesville, and Allen Carver for
trucking them to Palm Beach County
I have learned that knowing your
limits is the fist sign
of wisdom,
so I asked Rob
Kempinski

to

Gene Buzzi donation
considerable, to the Morkamis Collections:
Fukien tea, Serrissa, Chinese Elm,
a medium and small Shimpaku,
a Japanese Black Pine and a San
Jose juniper grouping, all very mature and exhibit worthy.
This was followed by James
Houston winning the bidding for a
Maple Forest designed by Joe Day
then turning around and donating it
to the Morikami.
I don’t want to forget a 5 foot tall
lantana we received from a gentleman in Baltimore. Did you know
there are 160 varieties of lantana.
What a great day for our collection, and what a challenge to show
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clean up and
prep the Japanese Black
Pine, and Mike Sullivan to do a Shimpaku. I know they will teach me a lot,
and do a good job for the exhibit.
Probably the biggest news is our efforts to hold the 2007 convention at
the Morikami, using the enormous
park space and facilities with various local hotels. The concept Louise
has promoted is to have an informal
environment. Outdoors instead of
hotel rooms, barbecue meals instead
of rubber chicken banquets, and hotel
rooms on your own, where you are
most comfortable. This should reduce
the base cost of putting on the convention considerably, and most certainly reduce the risk of having one.
It sounds like a grand old time. I can
tell you from knowing and working
at the Morikami and having attended
May 2006

so many conventions, I get more excited about it the more I think of it.
But, we are, at this printing, negotiating the concept with the Museum
management. Hopefully, it will fit
into their program and not be too
much of a risk for them.
The latest improvement at the Museum is the new landscaped entrance
area. Changes are underway as fast
as funding is made available.
Nice we don’t have to depend on
funding at the bonsai exhibit. Your
donations are quite ample, and we
work hard at showing them in their
best condition, on attractive stands.
Our volunteers work through the
summer in oppressive heat keeping
the exhibit in first class condition.
Of course most of the 15 or so volunteers we have in the winter, when
growth and maintenance are low,
have gone north for the summer. At
this time of the year service and care
depends on about four of us–repotting, roaring growth and all.
Some of you may remember Avant
Gardens bonsai nursery, and owner
Bob Horvath. Bob sold the property, and has retired. Retirement
has worn out, and he now joins us
volunteering to help keep up the collection. Boy, am I glad to see him.
Where would we be without Aaron
Baronofsky hanging in there week
after week. Aaron is a left over from
the “Norm Nelson” days.
I have to mention one new star,
Ed Wahlen, a recent member of the
Bonsai Society of the Palm Beaches,
Florida Bonsai

has joined our little band of brothers. It is heartening to see beginners who want to learn and are not
afraid of work.
Below is a solution to handling
those big or modest fragile bonsai.
Shown is a very large Grn. Island
Ficus, six foot semi-cascade, in a
very large pot-2 foot diameter pot.
1. Put old pot on top of cribbing
(stacked wood planks).
2. Tie the bonsai off with rope on a
high support. (Think I had enough

rope?) (I didn’t want to cut it.)
3. Take out cribbing, and remove/
drop the old pot.
4. Clean roots, put new pot under
it, and raise with cribbing.
5. Ease bonsai into new pot.
I did this with both a large fragile
Ficus Rianne and Ficus Wiandi,
without breaking one branch.
There is no place you can hold
them safely. What do you sez Bill?
James Houston’s donation didn’t fit,
see November. It is doing very well.
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A DIFFERENT VIEW OF
by Peter Wood, Central Florida Bonsai Club

The Pleasure of mixing Bonsai and
Disney
For 13 years, Tom Zane, Frank
Harris and I, at different times, have
had the joy of having one of the
best volunteer jobs available in BSF:
Coordinating and Project Managing
the annual BSF exhibit at Disney’s
Epcot International Flower and
Garden Festival.
On this morning I am looking forward to the upcoming day. It is 7am
in week six of the Festival at Epcot’s
Japanese pavilion. I am one of the
BSF members who do weekly duty
inspecting and trimming the bonsai
and penjing exhibits. There is a mist
over the lake and it also lingers close
to the Torii Gate where the nine
loaned trees from BSF members
are sitting serenely in the stillness.
These trees and twenty others from
BSF masters have been sitting for
almost 7 weeks through mists and
moonlights and plenty of sun and
spring rains.
So many miles away
The evergreens
At my parents home.
My pine tree too is grateful….
Spring rain
unknown
The bonsai have had many inquisitive birds check them out (this
year the birds stole a fair amount of
moss), and we are told that up to
a million pairs of human eyes may
34
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have
gazed
at
them as they walked past the Japanese
and Chinese pavilions.
Even the General
Took off his armor
To Gaze
At our trees
Kikaku
For a few moments more I imagine the 29 trees at night silhouetted
by the moon in a shining sky..…one
last daydream before getting to work.
These trees have had a lot of attention
and care with our BSF team checking
and trimming them each week. Additionally Disney’s horticulture team
checked the trees and watered them
twice daily….often early in the silence
of a new day when there were no
Disney guests there. Disney’s staff also
likes to contemplate the trees, in that
Imagineering world………….
Silence in wood
Between the growing
rings
unknown
Well, moving from the comfort of
the spiritual side… to the business
side, one still finds others reasons for
favoring this job. I think EPCOT is
one of the best locations in the world
to exhibit the art of bonsai. Aside
from the spiritual side, there is the
aspect of mixing the exhibitors art
of bonsai with Epcot’s “art”, which
has come from years of effort and
May 2006

imagination and artistic creation.
Specifically, Japan and China’s World
Showcases depict strong bonsai roots
in their horticulture and landscaping concepts. And, there is also a tug
from our childhood about Disney, no
matter what our age.
For 2006 BSF received the largest
number of exhibit applications in the
Festival’s history. Twenty-nine BSF
members submitted 67 applications
and photos of bonsai exhibit candidates for the 2006 Festival. At their
February meeting, the five member
BSF Epcot Committee judged and
selected the final bonsai to be recommended for inclusion at the Festival,
and met with Disney Horticulture
management to confirm these exhibit recommendations. This year
21 bonsai of two class sizes and 9
penjing styles were selected initially on
a nameless basis, and were displayed
from April 21st to June 11th. Additionally, during the festival 7 BSF
members were involved in weekly
inspection and trim maintenance. The
BSF/ Epcot committee also held an
informal pre season maintenance/watering seminar for Disney’s horticulFlorida Bonsai
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ture staff.
The BSF/Epcot committee, consisting of Peter Wood, Mike Rogers,
Rob Kempinski, Louise Leister, and
Paul Pikel, thanks the exhibitors
who dedicated hours of personal
time in preparing and nurturing the
bonsai, and traveling to and from
Epcot. Thanks also go to the BSF
people who manned the weekly
inspection and trim maintenance
schedule for the Festival’s 7 weeks.
And I have to emphasize that thanks
also go to the exhibit applicants that
did not have a bonsai chosen. Many
of these were good candidates, these
people should never stop trying to
have an entry in the future.
Patience, frost!
After these few
There will be no more
White Chrysanthemums
Oemaru
Disney is about imagination, and
bonsai about artistic illusion using
creative imagination. These two
artistic expressions certainly coincide
at EPCOT, for your 2007 Application and information see the next
page.

See EPCOT page 36 >
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THE DISNEY AND BSF PARTNERSHIP:
PREPARING YOUR TREES FOR

THE 2007 EPCOT INTERNATIONAL FLOWER& GARDEN
FESTIVAL

T

W
O

he 2007 Walt Disney EPCOT International Flower and Garden Festival will be held
at EPCOT from April 13th through June 3rd.  BSF has had an ongoing partnership
agreement with Walt Disney World (WDW) for 13 years to loan and maintain a bonsai
display for the festival period.  The bonsai on loan to Disney in 2006 were all stunning!

N
T
R
T
A
T
FS
C

onsider applying to exhibit your bonsai at EPCOT next year!   Disney provides hotel
accommodations  and will reimburse for travel expenses to set up and remove the
bonsai. WDW also includes insurance for trees and pots in the unlikely event of damage.  
Trees will receive regular care from local BSF members and the WDW Horticulture staff.
he BSF/EPCOT Committee makes its selections in early February 2007, so
applications must be received by December 31, 2006.  This year the BSF/Epcot
Committee will continue to make bonsai selection on a nameless basis.

or 2007 we will also accept applications for 5 smaller trees or forest configurations,
with applications for 15 larger trees as in the past.  Class A trees must be a minimum of
30 inches height, and class B trees must be a minimum of 15 inches height.  Additionally,
up to 9 penjing styles will be selected for exhibition at the Chinese Pavilion.  Trees must
be healthy, must be wired into pots, and the pot or slab must not be cracked or damaged.  
Other factors that enter into the selection are the variety of species, style, and artistic
appearance of each tree.

F
T

or the 2007 exhibit we would like to see participants from all Districts of Florida, and
we hope the addition of the smaller trees and penjing styles will open opportunities for
new exhibitors.

his early notice for 2007 is to give you a chance to get photos of your trees, especially
deciduous trees, while they still have their leaves.  With a December 31, 2006
application deadline, photos taken now are necessary.  Photos are really the crux of the
selection process so the photos need to be as representative of the trees’ appearance in
April through June as possible.

W

e encourage every member of BSF who has bonsai meeting the requirements to
enter one or more of them to be selected for the show.  The enclosed form gives the
information needed to enter.  One or more photos of the tree must accompany each form.  
Send the application form(s) and photos to the address noted on the form no later than
December 31, 2006. For information Email: woodpkw@yahoo.com

T

he honor and satisfaction of exhibiting a tree at this International Festival is
tremendous.  The BSF/EPCOT committee uses a fair and demanding process for
considering applications, and will do all possible to assist you in the exhibition process
should your bonsai(s) be selected. Get your photos of possible entries ready now!

I

n addition to the honor of having hundreds of thousands of people see your art,
each exhibitor will receive two Disney World tickets (maximum per family) that
can be used at any WDW Park.
36
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2007 Epcot Exhibit Application
Name of Exhibitor: . ........................................................................
Address:

. ........................................................................

E-mail address:

. ........................................................................

Phone No.:

. ............. / . .....................................................

Specifications

1.  Tree Information

a. Height (incl. container): . ............

d. Approx. wt. (incl. container): ........

b. Width (side to side): ...................

e. Style:............................................

c. Depth (front to back): .................

................................................

2.  Nameplate Information
a. Botanical Name:...........................
............................................................
b. Common Name:...........................

c. Estimated age of tree: . ...............
d. Years in training: ........................

............................................................

3.  Container Information

a. Height (foot to rim):................

b. Width x Depth:........ x .........
c. Color:.......................................
4.  Estimated Values (for insurance purposes)
a. Value of tree: ................

b. Value of pot or slab: ............

5.  Display Location (Required) Check one or prioritize as 1 or 2.)
Full Sun ........... , Full Shade............,   Partial Shade ...........
(Note: all locations are separated from public access.)

Copy this page, submit one form for each bonsai–with a large photo.

To sterilize or not to sterilize, that is the
question. (Practice safe bonsai, or pay for it later.)
(We are indebted to Roy Nagatoshi for his pointing out our
inclination to neglect this basic
disease control measure.)
Sterilized Pruning Tools: Nuisance or Necessity?
By Dr. Linda Chalker-Scott
WSU Puyallup Research and Extension Center
Thank you, Mike Sullivan for finding this
article
Gold Coast Bonsai Society

Anyone who has made an investment in top-quality pruning
tools probably cleans and maintains them on a regular basis. But
would you clean them every day
- maybe several times? While
most of us would agree that such
a cleaning regime would not be
cost effective, there is evidence
that such measures can help reduce the transmission of certain
plant diseases to healthy plants.
In spite of the ongoing debate regarding tool sterilization, there is
surprisingly little information in
the scientific literature that addresses this issue. Most of the
research has focused on agriculturally important crops: citrus,
stone fruits, and vegetable crops.
We can extrapolate these results
to woody ornamentals, however,
and draw some rational conclusions. The focus of this article
38
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will be on when, why, and how to
sterilize pruning tools. First, the
good news. It is probably not necessary to sterilize pruning tools to
prevent transmission of soil- or
air-borne pathogens. These diseases, generally bacterial or fungal in nature, are more likely to
be transferred by your hands and
clothing than by your pruning
tools. Obviously you should avoid
being a direct vector in disease
transmission, but you will probably have better success in controlling these diseases through preventative landscape management
practices (e.g. pruning diseased
parts, disposal of contaminated
leaf litter, and use of disease-free
compost and mulch). In contrast,
diseases that invade the vascular
system or form oozing cankers
are much more likely to be transmitted by contaminated pruning
tools. As early as 1906, Waite &
Smith linked fire blight (Erwinia
amylovora Burrill) infections in
nurseries to contaminated pruning
tools. Others have confirmed this
more recently (Beer 1979; Goodman & Hattingh 1988; Kleinhempel et al. 1987; Lecomte 1990;
van der Zwet & Keil 1979), and
Lecomte (1990) noted that transmission did not occur during plant
See Sterile page 40 >
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Large/Small Bonsai
Nursery Stock
Pre-bonsai
Meco Stands
Tools
Pots
Soil
Wire
“We have the best pots!
This is a comfortable
model,”
Ella Carver, Pot Tester

My Daddy and his

bonsai.

For Information: 561/628-6392
Wholesale to the trade.

   Retail, Demos, and Workshops, for

      Bonsai clubs, by appointment only.
Visit our web site:

http://www,jupiterbonsai.com
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dormancy - only during the growing season. Fire blight bacteria do
not over-winter in the vascular
system, which may explain why
transmission does not occur during this time. In contrast, Goodman and Hattingh (1988) found
a 66% infection rate during cool,
wet conditions in trees pruned
with shears treated with bacterial
spot (Xanthomonas campestris
pv. pruni Smith). The infection
rate dropped to only 7% when
trees were pruned with infected
shears under hot, dry conditions.
The authors speculate that the
cankers are less infectious when
dry; under wet conditions they
become gummy and the inoculum adheres more tightly to pruner surfaces. Seasonal differences
in infection rates were also seen
with the fungal pathogen Leucostoma cincta (Barakat & Johnson
1997). Also called perennial canker, Cytospora canker, and Valsa
canker, this disease can be transmitted either directly onto pruning cuts or from contaminated
pruning shears.

age of infection, and the expansion
of cankers was less than in trees
pruned in the late spring. Viruses
and viroids are the final group of
plant pathogens that can be transmitted by contaminated pruning
tools.

Although Berg (1964) reported
that infected pruning tools did not
transmit poplar mosaic virus, the
preponderance of the published
literature indicates otherwise. Citrus exocortis and other citrus viroids can be transmitted with contaminated tools (Kyriakou 1992;
Roistacher et al. 1969). Hadidi et
al. (1997) were successful (5070% infection rate) in transferring
peach latent mosaic viroid to both
lignified and green shoots of peach
plants using contaminated shears.
Likewise, tomato mosaic virus
was transferred to healthy plants
70% of the time when contaminated pruners were used (Pategas
et al. 1989). It seems clear that if
pruning tools are contaminated
with vascular pathogens or active,
oozing cankers, then there is an
excellent chance that the disease
will be spread to other plants if the
The authors found that pruning
tools are not disinfected.
in the late spring was worse than
Several researchers have studdormant pruning. Although the
wound healing rate was slower ied different disinfecting soluin winter-pruned trees, the avail- tions with sometimes ambiguous
ability of inoculum, the percent- results. In general it seems that
any disinfectant will remove virus
40
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or viroids from tools (Broadbent
1963, Broadbent, 1965, Brock,
1952; Demski, 1981, Gooding,
1975). This makes sense as both
viruses and viroids are relatively
unprotected and can be killed by
direct contact with disinfectants.
Successful removal of other pathogens, especially canker bacteria,
is less certain. Plant pathogenic
bacteria do not form spores and
therefore they are not as resistant
as fungi to harsh environmental
conditions. However, bacteria associated with active cankers are
embedded in a sticky mass, which
is often difficult to remove from
pruner surfaces. In fact, one study
(Kleinhempel et al. 1987) argues
that disinfectant solutions would
not remove bacterial slime from
the surface of cutting tools. Their
research indicated that the pruning
blades were covered with microscopic pits from which bacterial
slime could not be removed. Only
when they pre-coated their tools
with plastic could pruners be successfully sterilized. Obviously the
solution to spreading pathogens
from active cankers is to avoid
cutting the cankers altogether.
For other plant pathogens, several
disinfectant treatments have been
compared:
Tested Disinfection Treatments
of Pruning Tools Alcohol dips
Florida Bonsai
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(ethanol or isopropyl alcohol)
Recommended: Barakat & Johnson 1997; Horticultural Abstracts
1986; Teviotdale et al. 1991.
Not recommended: Pategas et al.
1989.
Alcohol dips + flaming - standard procedure for tissue culture
Recommended: Goodman &
Hattingh 1988; Singha et al.
1987.
Chlorine treatment (Clorox,
monochloramine)
Recommended:
Horticultural
Abstracts, 1986; Lecomte 1990;
Teviotdale et al. 1991.
Household cleaners (Listerine,
Lysol, Pine-Sol)
Recommended: HortIdeas 1987;
Teviotdale et al. 1991.
Trisodium phosphate (Na3PO4;
10% solution)
Recommended: Pategas et al.
1989.
A final consideration to choosing a disinfectant treatment is
how damaging it may be to your
tools.
Teviotdale et al. (1991), who performed the most comprehensive
study, found Lysol to be least
corrosive, and Clorox to be the
most harmful to pruning tools.
To disinfect your tools or not what’s the bottom line? To make
an informed decision, you need
to know your pathogen and its
See Sterile page 42 >
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life history, and use common
sense:
_ if it’s a virus or viroid, disinfect your tools.
_ if it’s a vascular fungus or bacteria, and/or forms oozing cankers, disinfect your tools.
_ avoid cutting active, oozing
cankers; wait until they dry.
_ if you are pruning irreplaceable plants, disinfect your tools.
_ choose a disinfectant treatment
that has been shown to be effective through published research;
I would probably not use alcohol
but one of the common household cleaners at full strength.
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The following information is standard fare for members of the American Bonsai Society. This forum is
wonderful for learning how to solve
problems, even with questions from
others, or asking your own.
Be Smart Join the American Bonsai
Scoiety. http://www.absbonsai.org
See Sterile page 44 >
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More on this important issue:
From: “Phil Gatov” <PhilipGatov@msn.com>
Date: Sun, 04 Jun 06
Subject: RE: [ABS Forum] Recommendation for tool cleaning
Here is how I take care of cleaning, sterilization, and oiling all at
the same time.
1. Find a glass jar that has a tight
fitting, screw top, lid that is about
2.5 inches wide and 2.5 inches
tall. I use and old Fleishman’s
yeast container.
2. Into this put about 2 inches of
alcohol and about 1/16 inch of
baby oil. You
will notice that
no matter how
much you shake
the jar the baby
oil always floats
on top of the
alcohol. This is
good.
3. After using your
scissors, cutters,
or what have
you stand them
up in the jar with
the business end immersed in
the alcohol. Let them stand
in there for a few minutes or
longer if they are really dirty.
4. Lift the tool(s) out of the jar
individually. Since the oil is
the last thing the business
end passes through on it’s
way out of the jar it will be
given a nice light coating.
44

5. Wipe the excess oil from the tool
with a rag and return it to its storage place.
If you use this technique your tools
will never rust, and assuming you
keep them very sharp, will always
work smoothly.
Have a good day,
Phil Gatov
Zone 7B
The photos are from a live experiment by the editor using alcohol and
volck oil. In the one photo, no matter how much I disturbed the mix,
the oil quickly rises to the top, as
shown in the lower photo. I(editor)
like the concept, however, my favorite method is using a nasal
spray bottle filled with alcohol in my pocket(small
bottle, easy to retrieve and
use).
I believe is better to use
a less than perfect method
if it is easy and handy,
than a perfect solution that
does not get
used often.
Lysol spray
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(Like Roy carried
on his travels) is
also highly recommended. The
point is, sterilize
between moving
from one tree to
another so you
are not transferring these bacteria
from tree to tree.
Here is a good
related comment
on saving your
tools: “I use one
of the Sand flex hand block cleaning
blocks ( fine grade) to remove build up
from tools and then wipe down with
gun oil. Gun oil is the finest oil for
tools ( according to my metallurgical
engineer husband). I have been using
it on my tools for over 30 years and I
am still using all my original tools.
Gun oil can be found at sporing
goods store or stores that carry hunting
supplies.” says Pauline Muth.

canker-like growth on the tree above.
It was taken out of a multiple tree
planting gift to the museum collection.
I would hate to propogate something
like that, it looked like the bark was
turning in-side-out and blistering all
over the trunk. Ugly!
P.S. I like the experiment with the
glass. I now drop my tools in it every
time I come in the house. Learn good
habits, with easy solutions.

I can’t say much about the awful

Wigert’s Mango Grove & Nursery
Erik Wigert
15857 Quail Trail * Bokeelia, FL * 33922
239/985-0036 or 239/283-2910
By Appointment

Your new South West Florida source for Quality
Pre-Bonsai, Bonsai, Mica Pots, Soil & Tools
Florida Bonsai
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FUTURE FLORIDA SPEAKER?
by Martha Goff
Friend and awed admirer
Bonsai Society of Southwest Florida.

If you attended the
2005 or 2006 Bonsai
Socieities of Florida
State Convention,
many of you saw
Dorothy Schmitz
in action. Dorothy
won the Individual
Scholarship in 2005.
This gave her an
opportunity to study
with a master of her
choice. She chose
to attend the Golden
State Convention in
2005 and study with
Marco Invernizzi
of Italy. At the
2006 convention,
as pay back for her
scholarship, Dorothy conducted
two demonstrations on superior
Juniper material. The design results
were amazing but no more than
the depth of Dorothy’s knowledge
of the care of the species in a very
short time in bonsai.
Three years ago as of June
1st, Dorothy began studying
bonsai with a local master, Ernie
Fernandez who has over 25
years of working with bonsai.
At that time, Dorothy decided to
concentrate on Juniper and Pine
species. While she learned design
46

from Ernie, she studied on her own
the care and training of the species.
It is not unusual to find Dorothy up
late studying books
and the internet
information. She has
traveled to numerous
conventions and
visited individuals
from many
locations gathering
information and then
applying it to her
own trees.
Her energy seems
boundless. Not only
is she in constant
study, but she also
serves her local club,
the Bonsai Society of
Southwest Florida,
as Vice-president in
charge of program
and is one of the co-chairs of the 2008
Bonsai Societies of Florida State
Convention. The local club is very
active in the community and Dorothy
never fails to give her time to every
activity.
Some time in the hopefully near
future, Dorothy and Ernie will open a
bonsai center for study groups. Some
club members have been trying to
coerce Dorothy into hurrying with this
plan. I did not understand until just
recently why the hold on the project
seemed indefinite.
The delay was because Dorothy
May 2006

needed to remain amateur. Just a
few days after returning from state
convention, Dorothy received the
word that she had won the coveted
Ben Oki International Design Award
for amateurs. Those of you who
know the application process for
this award are aware just what an
honor this award represents. The
submissions come from around
the world and are judged by three
internationally known bonsai
masters. The next issue of Bonsai

Clubs International should have
all the details plus the winners
highlighted. It will also be posted on
the internet site soon.
What an honor for Dorothy, her
teacher Ernie, and her local club!
There is nothing to hold her back
now. Future Florida Speaker? I
think not. I am sure that sometime
soon Dorothy will be one of the
new talents on the Florida Speakers’
Bureau.

WEBSITE: www.Bonsai-Mart.com
189 pages and adding items regularly.
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DRAGON TREE BONSAI
NURSERY

Pre-Bonsai:
Collected or,
Nursery Grown
Specializing in large
Classes
specimen bonsai plants.
Club Tours
Workshops
Enjoy! Happy to see you.
Demonstrations
Robert Pinder
3663 S.W. Honey Terrace
772/418-7079
Right Next to Turnpike Exit #133, in Palm City
Florida Bonsai
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Classified Page: Obviously, BSF Members have no
interest in buying or selling through this magazine, so
the classified page is another good idea down the drain.
Not one comment either way–equals no interest.

Regarding the cover bonsai.

YOU CAN OWN THAT TREE
FOR $5!

this spectacular tree. You may buy
tickets through your BSF trustee,
or you may purchase tickets from
the BSF treasurer: bsf.treasurer@
gmail.com. Jason Schley of
Schley’s nursery in Daytona Beach
supplied this tree. Jason has many
fine trees at his nursery, so stop in
when you have the chance.

BSF is raffling that tree for $5
va ticket to support our traveling
masters program. Hopefully, we
can generate income to underwrite
some of the travel costs of the
masters so clubs can benefit for less
costs. Get in touch with our Treasurer, Henry Robbins, at
BSF Bonsai raffle: Juniper Parsonii:
bsf.treasurer@gmail.com,
• 19 inches tall
then buy a couple tickets.
• 21 inches wide
Thanks to Jason Schley,
• Nebari 7 inches
Schley’s Bonsai and Supplies, • At 4 inches
Datona Beach, for the donafrom the base,
tion of the tree for this raffle.
the trunk width

is 1 /2 in.
Here’s your chance to add
• In a 121/2 in
an excellent tree to your colJapanese pot
lection and help out a good
cause. BSF is raffling this
Please visit Jason’s website at
tree off to raise money to pay for a
http://www.Schleysbonsai.com for
visiting artist’s travel expense.
more information. (See his new ad
The tree was exhibited at the
in this issue–and thank him.)
2006 Convention in Gainesville
and will travel to clubs throughout the state over the course of
the next 6 months. The winning
ticket will be drawn in December, which should give everyone
a chance to buy lots of tickets for
1
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Florida Bonsai
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THIS IS A BRIEF OVERVIEW–ARE YOU LISTED? FOR ACCURATE TIMELY INFORMATION SEE THE BSF WEB SITE.
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